DRINK
work the filter themselves, so this ritual is
something you must learn quickly if you
want to have your cuppa there.
Start by pouring a small amount of
smooth, creamy condensed milk into an
empty glass. A filter, resembling an oversized
Monopoly piece (the hat), is placed over the
glass. Unscrew the flat top filter, and put
one to seven teaspoons of coffee (depending
on your emotional state) into the hat. Then,
securely fix the top filter over the coffee.
(You still with me?)
Next, pour very hot water into the hat,
and if all goes smoothly, a solitary drop
should silently hit the condensed milk in
about 30 seconds. A gruelling five minutes
later, your ca phe sua is ready.
For most people there is a 13-second
pause before the coffee takes affect. First, a
15-second feeling of enthusiasm, followed
by 30 seconds of vacant staring, then six
hours of light-headedness and noticeable
shaking. Don’t even dream of going to sleep
for at least a day.

Streetside Ca Phe Culture

Extreme
Coffee

Most Vietnamese drink their coffee on
the street in small glasses for VND5,000
(SGD0.45) just after dawn while perched on
stools the size of their motorbike helmets.
Drinking coffee on the street has been
popular for the last century, shortly after the
French started to harvest trees in the central
highlands. It is drunk widely throughout the
country – Vietnam’s second largest producer
of coffee in the world – especially in the big
cities of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, where
street stalls are dotted around every corner.

M

y 2006 resolution is this: I’m
going to give up drinking coffee
because it’s taking over my life. It
hasn’t happened yet – I’m working on it.
Before arriving in Vietnam, coffee to me
meant sitting in a warm café, sipping on a
flat white and reading a newspaper.
Now it’s me sitting on a newspaper in
a gutter, avoiding motorbikes so as to not
become a flat white guy, while holding

– with shaking fingers – what is perhaps the
strongest coffee in the world. I’m addicted.

Coffee Apparatus
Drinking Vietnamese coffee is an art form,
involving an assortment of steel contraptions
that must be used precisely and in a specific
order, much like a high school science class.
While most servers will prepare the coffee for
you, some traditional places let the drinker

Sip some
ca phe sua
by the streets
of Vietnam...
a delightful
experience not
to be missed!
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Discover the delightful art of drinking ca phe sua
in Vietnam, a redefinition of that black “caffeine fix”,
according to Chris Canty.
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